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Found in the Clearwell area :- An ammo box containing a flash gun, owner please contact Jim Hay.

Prelude to Cider
Moun - pencils through yellow leaves reveal
Big shadowy heaps of apples, where the lane
Goes quivering down through silver nets of light
Towards a cider-press’s thirsty wheel
And lunar scintillations in the night
That consummate the work of sun and rain
When morning comes, the apple- heaps will stand
In witness of the mellow sun of June.
But on the autumn grass the leaves will spin
Like genii unwilling to disband.
And no one will admit the magic in
The exquisite motion of the moon.

Hon Sec John B Court
Hon Editor R E Bailey.

By Ivor Waters.
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FOREST NEWS
Nothing extraordinary has happened in the Forest over the last few weeks though there is plenty of activity,
and, with the water levels dropping in the autumn Oakwood Mill Deep and Land Levels are attracting the
attention of the Wednesday nighters.

CLANNA RESURGENCE
Messer’s Bailey have dug through the roof fall caused by the winter floods and are now digging along a
rift. When there is a large quantity of water emerging the draught is much reduced which suggests to the
hopeful diggers that there is a sump so far in.

COMMITTEE CHANGE
Due to his moving out of the area Pete Brown has resigned his position as cottage warden. Unless someone
is mad keen to take the job it will probably be left open till the AGM.
AGM ( short for Annual General Meeting )
Some changes to the constitution have been proposed, one on voting which will be put to Octobers
meeting, and one on subs which will be debated at the AGM.

TRIPS
Sun 5th Sept - Lamb Lear Mendip ( wet suit not required )
Sat / Sun 18th / 19th Sept South Wales weekend.
Sat 25th Sept - Barbeque at Andy Solari’s house meet at 8 pm.
Sun 3rd Oct - Little Neath River Cave.
Sat / Sun 16th / 17th Oct Mendip weekend, St Cuthberts has been booked for the Sunday.

NEW MEMBER
Andrew Phillips, welcome to the club.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
Orpheus caving Club Vol 7 No’s 6 and 7.
CRG News letter No 126.
Transaction development and origin of caves, Vol 13 No 2.
BSA Bulletin New Series No 3.

CAVE RESCUE
As you al know GCRG is always short of funds, a big money raiser has been the sale of Christmas cards.
Last year the response was poor mainly due to the lateness of the catalogue. But this year there was plenty
of warning, Jim Hay has all the gen so contact him.
BARBEQUE - At Fir Tree Cottage Wig pool - 8 pm on Sept 25th.
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EASTER IRON MINE - A REVIEW OF WORK BY THE CLUB BETWEEN 1965 AND
1971
For several years now there has been a number of attempts to re-open the Easter mine which lies between
Milkwall and Coleford. The mine is the largest in the Coleford area and was worked continuously from
1852 to 1890, and, produced about 282,000 tons of ore in that period. Restarted on a very small scale in
1900, it produced some 13,000 tons of ore in the period 1900 - 1916. In 1917 more active mining was
resumed and some 7,000 tons were raised , but the mine was abandoned in May 1918.
There are four shafts, the land pit ( No1 or Turpin Pit ) 300ft deep and capped. Easter No 2, no records of
depth, in-filled with rubber and soil. No 3 Pit 345 ft deep and capped. No 4 Pit, open and used by Messers
Carters as a water supply. Most of the workings are above water and is connected to small pits on the up
dip side, ie Red Pit and Oak Pit and there once existed a walk-in through Old Bow.
There is also a cave in Easter this is believed to exist just north of Turpin Pit, and, was quite a size
according to an old miner. Of additional interest is the link with Robert Forester Mushet who used his and
the worlds first modern air-hardening tool steel as rock drills for the mine as a trial for his newly discovered
alloy.
After hearing tales of a local resident’s father entering a hole behind Lambsquay Guest House and looking
up a shaft ( we were very gullible in 1965 ) Messer’s Bailey had an exploratory dig in the end of the largest
collapse near the hotel, but no success was to be had there, and, after several digs the site was left and
several holes in the wood investigated.
Dig No 2 was in the wood behind the Guest House in a small depression which was draughting heavily,
this, it was believed would connect to Lamsquay mine which could connect to Yew Tree Pit and from Yew
Tree on to Easter Mine. But lacking the necessary banging power at that time we did not get very far in the
large rocks and unstable ground.
The next attempt was in a deep scowle a few yards north of Dig No 2. We got a little further that time in
what was probably the original Lambsquay entrance, but the way on lay through a shocking fall and in spite
of the draught that to was abandoned.
Rex Keane, Rod Stewart and Colin Graham were now following a more logical course in trying to find the
way from Old Bow to Red Pit which was known to have existed when the mine was in operation. Late one
night the trio dug through and found themselves in modern workings, but again the way on was blocked by
a fall which obviously not digable in caverns terms. They then made a thorough exploration of the area but
no bypass was found. Time had gone on and Rex arrived home about 3 am in the morning to a frantic wife
who had just attempted to set the cave rescue group going. Fortunately the Police in Cheltenham were
somewhat confused by the call and the call got no further. After things had cooled, domestically Rex and
Co made further trips to push Red Pit but came to the conclusion that the route was lost for ever.
About this time No 2 shaft was filled up with scrap rubber and had caught fire in a spectacular fashion, a
vast column of smoke rising from the shaft top. The local authorities covered the shaft top with earth, this
stopped the smoke but from the smouldering rubber below carbon monoxide gasses produced in large
quantities. During the following weeks gas was found to be coming from No 1 shaft, obviously there
should be a way through from the shaft bottom as the top was capped in 1918 and there should be little or
no rubbish at the bottom.

cont
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After several months had passed Rex and Rod started planning a direct assault on Easter via Turpin Pit
shaft, and on the morning of Sat 11th March a party gathered at the shaft top. A hole was made in the side
of the shaft wall and Rod drove his Land Rover up close as an anchor point for his 300 ft of ladder.
Rod began his descent taking with him a telephone to keep in contact with the surface. Regularly checking
for gas he made his way down to the bottom which, though draughting was blocked by a quantity of
household rubbish. Rod then dug for several hours till at last he was able to drop through into the level.
A quick recce was made to check that the way into the workings was clear and Rod phoned the surface for
Rex to come down ( By Ladder ).
Rex had been much impressed by the way American cavers use the Abseil method for descending shafts
and pots and had himself been practicing the method for some time. Rex had decided to abseil the shaft as
it would be quicker and he would be conserving his energies for the exploration below. Attaching hi mself
to the heavy hemp rope he launched himself into the shaft and 60 ft down disaster struck ! The rope parted
and Rex plunged down the remaining 240 ft to his death. After satisfying himself that Rex was beyond
help Rod returned to the surface to await GCRG and the fire brigade who had also been alerted. Jim Hay
and Derek Appleing later descended the shaft and lashed Rex’s body into the stretcher which was then
hauled, with considerable difficulty to the surface.
The rope was found to be in a very bad way, Rex had had it for some time and it was discovered that he had
kept it in the rear of his Mini at the same time as he was missing the top off his battery, the battery being
also in the rear. For descending he used a small crab through which he twisted the rope, this caused the lay
of the rope to open and at the first weak spot the rope parted.
After a suitable period of time had gone by the Bailey’s decided on a new approach, another attempt down
the outcrop this time to try to reach Oak Pit which lies north of Old Bow and must connect with Easter.
So Puzzle Wood was examined to the north and sure enough a good draught was discovered in a s mall
scowle and digging began. Progress was swift and several digs took us into workings that from the pipes
we found we were able to date as being 1600 or before. We also discovered some of the finest formations
to be found in the Forest. But failure again as more digging took us back into Old Bow.
It was decided to look at the most northerly drivage in New Dun which was rumoured to have hit Easter
workings. A careful examination of a large fall, a quick dig and the tail end of the southern drivage from
Turpin was found. But the inevitable fall was only a few yards away, and after many months of work still
remained impassable and the diggers growing very nervous of an unstable roof.
Attempt No 3 was a compass and candle examination of the passages heading in a north easterly direction
from Lost Churn on the Ham - Dun route. Very interesting natural passage was found leading to a mined
areas which was back filled from the other side, and, most important of all it breathed heavily.
This was an unusual dig in that for a change we were digging upwards, quite a dangerous way of doing
things. Ominous rumblings were often heard and many a digging trip was cut short and things were left to
settle for a week. However after six months hard slog Yew Tree Pit was entered. A fall cuts off the shaft
but a strange drivage was discovered which might lead to an unmapped part of Easter, its position so close
to the Yew Tree level leads us to think that it may have been a crafty prospect from nearby Easter. Again
there is a substantial but digable fall, but before any work was done there, the Ham-Yew Tree dig would
need shoring up.
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The drawback is that it is a long way in and it takes most of the day to do a decent digging session.
During last year while investigating the south end of Old Bow Messrs Bailey dug out in the wood behind
Lambsquay Hotel, and as a result established that much of Bow is in fact Lambsquay. This sorted a lot of
questions out in many peoples minds. Some time later the Baileys and Cliff Seymour had a mornings
draught tracing down dip in Lambsquay in the hope of getting across into the Yew Tree area, possibly
beneath those discovered from Ham. But foiled again, familiar ground was seen and the through trip from
Bow to Ham was open.
Easter seems to be cut off by an area of sandy ground which is recognisable in all the falls mentioned, a lot
of solution has gone on in times past and this has so far defeated our aim in reopening a mine of great
interest.

A FIRST TRIP IN SWILDONS HOLE.
This is a report on the club trip to Swildons Hole on the 8th August, and as I am a novice caver please
forgive any inaccuracy as I was pushed into writing this in the hope that it might give a lead to other new
members to come on club trips and write reports for the news letter. ( The Ed, says lies ! He begged me to
print it )
The trip was advertised in the club news as “ wet suits not necessary “ but more about this later. We agreed
to meet at Priddy Green at 10.30 am, Jim Hay told me “ you can’t miss Priddy Green there will be hundreds
of cavers there and we will have to queue to get in the cave “ . We eventually arrived at a deserted Priddy
Green at 10.30 with no cavers or Jim. By the time Jim arrived late as usual there were hundreds of cavers
there, it seems most cavers are late risers on Sunday mornings.
The party consisted of John and Diana, Jim, Rodney Dix and the three novices, myself and Geoff Williams.
We all donned wet suits, it was my first trip in one and I was trying out my home made one. Pete and
Geoff being a bit dubious about the wet suits not essential bit had managed to borrow one each.
We walked up to the entrance and got a surprise, it was bone dry with no water flowing into the cave. We
went down the wet route which was almost dry to the 40 ft pot and we climbed down through the rift in the
pot to the passage which led to the 20. Down the ladder, into the stream way and along through the various
pots and waterfalls.
We turned off the main stream and up a short climb into Barnes Loop whilst John and Diana went on
downstream to meet us further down. Barnes Loop contains many formations but was full of mist on our
trip. We rejoined the others and went on down to sump one. Jim and Diana were most disappointed as
apparently the water level was quite low, but it still looked quite ominous to us beginners. Jim grasped the
hand-line and was gone and as I was standing in the sump it appeared that I was going to be next.
A deep breath and holding the hand line down I went, five pulls on the rope and I hit something and
surfaced, I nearly knocked Jim over. Anyway I was through and it wasn’t half as bad as you would think.
Along the mainstream and through Duck 1, Creep 1, Duck 2, and Creep 2 which although the water was
low there was still only a few inches of air space. We eventually arrived at Sump 2 and by now we were
very wet, ‘ wet suits not necessary ‘ .
Sump 2 is 40 ft long and there were a couple of cavers preparing to free dive it. We turned back upstream
to the Big Bend and with great difficulty climbed the very muddy slope up to the landing, along Vicarage
Passage and then through lots and lots of mud to the squeeze. I had much difficulty here being 6 ft 2 ins
and 13 st and my knees won’t hinge forward, but after much advice and abuse from Jim I got through.
The mud Ducks followed and then the Double Troubles which were nearly dry. We then came out over the
end of Blue Pencil Passage where a halt was called for lunch and a very welcome rest.
Cont
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Several Mars Bars later off we went again to the Greasy Chimney and climbed down with help of a fixed
knotted rope and went along into the St, Pauls series. Some tight passages and up into Tratmans Temple
with plenty of good stal and formations, A 50 ft climb led back down into the mainstream passage just
below the downstream end of Barne’s loop.
A quick trip back down to the sump one to dive it again both ways just to say we had done it both ways
and to wash off the mud, then we started out. Coming to the 20 Jim was telling us that some Mendip
cavers free climb it but he had never seen it done, with that two other cavers arrived and promptly free
climbed the pitch as Jim was going up the ladder. After the ladder we got separated with Pete leading John,
Di and Rodney and me leading Geoff and Jim. We eventually got out with the combined efforts of myself
and Geoff and much advice from Jim. Above ground there was no sign of the others so we walked on back
to the cars and started to get changed and about ten minutes later the others appeared down the road, Pete
had led them into the dry route down and we had overtaken them.
We finished changing and had some food feeling very clapped out then headed home to the Butchers Arms
to drop off the kit. But the love of cider plus bread and cheese was too much so we finished the evening off
there.
A thoroughly enjoyable trip for us novices with plenty of advice from the experts, roll on the next time for
a Mendip trip as there will be three definite cavers.
Stuart Harrold

A BIRTHDAY PARTY
John Elliott, Heather Macdonald and myself decided to make an evening trip to the Mendips on Wednesday
4th August to join in the celebrations of Dr Oliver Lloyds 60th Birthday, the venue for this gathering was
Swildons Hole. The event had been widely advertised for months before and a large collection of cavers
was expected to attend.
Following several days of heavy rain and driving through two or three thunderstorm on the down we were
not to optimistic about getting down the cave. Surprisingly we found the entrance to be bone dry - Oliver
had obviously turned it off.
On reaching the Old Grotto we found about sixty cavers all drinking sherry and we joined in. After several
plastic mug-fulls of sherry and a slice of birthday cake we decided to visit Sump 1 on candles and
accompanied by Pete Standing away we went, and a fine trip we had including free climbing the 20 which
is easy if you have had enough sherry.

Ian Standing
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EMERGENCY TORCH
The technical magazine Electronic Components of August 6, carried an article about an emergency
developed by Speleo Rhal Caving Club. It consists of two 1.5 volt Mallory alkaline batteries, a lenseended lamp and a reed relay covered by a metal shim. These are connected and taped together and dipped
in wax. An aperture is left to reveal part of the shim plate and the components are then encapsulated.
To switch the lamp on, a magnet, normally wired to the end unit, is placed in the aperture by the metal shim
plate. This magnet activates the reed relay. Duration is said to be several hours even after two years
storage and the lamp will work at near zero temperature and under water. As this lamp is little bigger than
a matchbox, it might be well worth considering making one to carry on all trips.

INTEGRAL TELEPHONE / LIFE-LINE
Servo and Electronic Sales Ltd of 43 High Street, Orpington, Kent are offering a Marine
Intercommunication Set, for use by divers, pot-holers etc,. Apparently originally intended for use between
a diver and a ship borne controller, they look very interesting from a cave diving or cave rescue point. The
complete set consists of :A 240ft combined lightweight, brilliant orange life-line / intercom cable complete with connectors.
A weatherproof mike / headset with connector.
A haversack for same.
A bone conduction audio transmitter / receiver for use by a remote operator.
An encapsulated solid state intercom amplifier fitted with fixed connectors and operated by two standard
dry cells.
No details are given of the breaking strain of the life-line and the kits are offered in new condition for £15
plus.
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OGOF DYDD BYRAF

- Saturday 21st August.

The trip to ODB had originally been planned as part of a weekend in mid and North Wales, staying at the
Shropshire Mining Club’s cottage near Newport. However , the prospect of the 90 ft entrance shaft
seemed to put most people off and only four went in the end - John and Di Court, Derek Webster and Jim
Hay. It was decided to make it a Saturday only trip but to cut the driving up Friday evening as far as
Newport and carrying on to the cave on the Saturday morning. As usual, arrangements were left until the
last minute but help from Allan Hawkins of HWCA and Dave Adams of SWC enabled to get the key to the
cave and a bed for Friday night.
Snailbeach SWC ‘s cottage was reached late in the evening but Dave looked in to make sure we were
alright and hadn’t drunk the bottle of whisky in the kitchen. Even though we hadn’t we all slept well and
were woken by eager beaver Derek with a cup of coffee and hot toast. An unsatisfactory breakfast in a
transport café didn’t really satisfy and we reached the extremely large quarry later than intended. The man
with the key took some finding and wasn’t really necessary as they had already unlocked the cave but he
was chatted up in the interests of good relations and we were away.
The entrance shaft is located high up on the edge of an old limestone face in a position similar to some
Cornish tin mines. Puzzling as a short level would have been closer to the ore than the 90 ft shaft top.
Some varying stories had been fed to us about the shaft depth so we played safe and put 105 ft down - it
turned out to be almost exactly 90 ft . Descending the shaft turned out to be easier then expected and
relieved some worries about the return trip.
Finding the way out of the lead mine into the cave gave some slight trouble but we soon entered the main
cave via a short tight ladder pitch of 25 ft . This led along well decorated passage with a slowly descending
roof to a large boulder choke where the lead mine workings were again met.
As this meant we were in the upper series we retraced our steps and turned down the main cave passage.
This is very large and impressive but is most notable for the variety and number of stals. Some time was
spent looking round this fairly extensive area until we were sure that we had covered most of it, and after
refreshments, we went off to find the entrance to the lower series. This turned out to be the most
interesting area with an extensive network of tubes and rifts connecting in a number of places. The
helictites looked like white moths in some places and were sometimes coloured pale green like some of the
stal in the main passage.
By this time the effort was beginning to tell and hunger was setting in so we found each other from where
we had all been exploring and set off out.
The lower series is close to the 25 ft rift up into the top so in no time at all we were back in the level to
meet two local cavers that had been practicing ladder climbing in the shaft while they waited for us to
appear out of the cave section.
While Di and I rolled up the ladder and had some chat with the locals, John life-lined Derek up the shaft
and was ready for me when we arrived at the foot of the shaft. Di life-lined me up and the shaft turned out
to be relatively easy although I took a break at 60 ft just in case. The life-line was then transferred to the
top and with two of us keeping the line taught, John whistled up without stopping on the way - most
annoying. Di looked very lonesome at the shaft bottom but performed the same as John when started, only
stopping to sort her feet out part way up.
After a leisurely change of clothes and some food, we drove over the moors to Llangollen for fish and chips
and then on towards home until thirst overcame us and a pub provided relief. Home reached around 9 pm
after a fine caving trip.
The trip needs repeating as the cave is a particularly photogenic and is also in some danger from quarries.
By breaking the journey up at Newport, the driving is not too tiring and the 90 ft shaft should not put
anyone off.
Jim Hay
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